Abstract. The aim of the paper is to derive the complex-valued least-squares estimator for bias-noise mean and variance.
Kriging
Let us consider a stationary random process ǫ = {ǫ j ; N 1 ∋ j ⊃ i = 1, . . . , n} with zero mean
E{ǫ i } = E{ǫ j } = E{ǫ} = 0 and the background trend k f jk β k = f jk β k (some known mean function m(j) with unknown regression parameters β k , where k = 1, 2, . . . ) then
and
is a given vector and f ik (F ′ ) is a given matrix. The unbiasedness constraint on the estimation statisticsV j = ω
For white noise
where ρ ii (Λ) is the identity auto-correlation matrix, the minimization constraint
where
let us add the n equations in the N (k) unknowns µ k j to the system
substituting this term into the unbiased system
and the kriging weights
Now, we can write the kriging estimator
where the least-squares estimator
is the best linear unbiased estimator for n → ∞
Complex-valued bias-noise mean and variance
Since for constant bias-noise mean (k = 1)
the precession of the estimation statistics can not be compared to zero value
2 n let us introduce the bias-noise mean with non-zero slope (k = 1, 2)
to find the best linear unbiased estimator for any n ≥ 2
we have to fulfill 
